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Abstract

Parameterized Least-Squares Attitude History Estimation and Magnetic Field Observations of the Auroral Spatial Structures Probe

by

Ryan J. Martineau, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2015

Major Professor: Dr. Heng Ban
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Terrestrial auroras are visible-light events caused by charged particles trapped by the Earth’s magnetic field precipitating into the atmosphere along magnetic field lines near the poles. Auroral events are very dynamic, changing rapidly in time and across large spatial scales. Better knowledge of the flow of energy during an aurora will improve understanding of the heating processes in the atmosphere during geomagnetic and solar storms.

The Auroral Spatial Structures Probe is a sounding rocket campaign to observe the middle-atmosphere plasma and electromagnetic environment during an auroral event with multipoint simultaneous measurements for fine temporal and spatial resolution. The auroral event in question occurred on January 28, 2015, with liftoff of the rocket at 10:41:01 UTC. The goal of this thesis is to produce clear observations of the magnetic field that may be used to model the current systems of the auroral event. To achieve this, the attitude of ASSP’s 7 independent payloads must be estimated, and a new attitude determination method is attempted. The new solution uses nonlinear least-squares parameter estimation with a rigid-body dynamics simulation to determine attitude with an estimated accuracy of a few degrees. Observed magnetic field perturbations found using the new attitude solution are
presented, where structures of the perturbations are consistent with previous observations and electromagnetic theory.

(126 pages)
Public Abstract

Parameterized Least-Squares Attitude History Estimation and Magnetic Field Observations of the Auroral Spatial Structures Probe

by

Ryan J. Martineau, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2015

Major Professor: Dr. Heng Ban
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

As charged particles from the Sun enter the Earth’s atmosphere and create the aurora borealis (Northern lights) and aurora australis (Southern lights), energy is transferred to the atmosphere. In order to better understand the energy transfer processes, the Auroral Spatial Structures Probe rocket was launched to make measurements in the active aurora. Several payloads were deployed by the rocket, each with sensors to measure the magnetic field and the electric field so that the way they change over time and in different positions could be observed. The measurements require accurate knowledge of the spacecraft orientation, and to that end this thesis discusses the way in which the orientation was estimated. Using the magnetic and electric field measurements and comparing these to predictions made by mathematical models of the fields, a good estimate was obtained for some of the payloads. The result of this is a good measurement of the magnetic and electric fields that may be used to achieve the scientific goals of the mission.
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Notation

Accents
\( \vec{x} \) vector
\( \hat{x} \) unit vector
\( \tilde{x} \) estimate
\( \dot{x} \) time derivative

Symbols
\( R^b_a \) rotation matrix from frame \( a \) to frame \( b \)
\( \vec{B} \) magnetic field
\( \vec{E} \) electric field
\( \phi \) first Euler angle in 3-2-1 sequence
\( \theta \) second Euler angle in 3-2-1 sequence
\( \psi \) third Euler angle in 3-2-1 sequence
\( \vec{\omega}^b_a \) angular rate vector of frame \( a \) with respect to frame \( b \)
\( \lambda \) longitude
\( \phi \) latitude, when appearing with \( \lambda \)
\( q \) quaternion

Coordinate Frames
\( b \) or body payload body frame
\( \text{fg} \) fluxgate magnetometer measurement frame
\( \text{ENU} \) local East-North-Up reference frame
\( \text{NED} \) local North-East-Down reference frame
\( \text{ECEF} \) Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed reference frame
\( \text{ECI} \) Earth-Centered Inertial reference frame
Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Topic Introduction

Energy transfer in Earth’s upper atmosphere during auroral events is not completely understood, due to the difficulty of obtaining the necessary multi-point, in situ magnetic and electric field measurements required to map components of the energy transfer. Several sounding rocket missions such as 14.321 UE in 1969 [1], 18.112 UE in 1975 [2], and 29.007 UE in 1978 [3] have used magnetometers to observe the spatial structures of auroral currents, but the temporal and spatial resolution has been insufficient to completely understand the structures present in the extremely dynamic environment that is the aurora. The Auroral Spatial Structures Probe (ASSP) is a sounding rocket campaign to make in-situ magnetic and electric measurements in the aurora borealis with greater temporal and spatial resolution than previous missions, with the ultimate goal of understanding the energy flow by observing auroral currents and associated Joule heating. The mission consists of a total of seven rocket payloads: six deployable subpayloads and a larger main payload that controls the deployment. The payloads were deployed in such a way that multiple payloads passed through very nearly the same point at different times, allowing the temporal and spatial structures to be discerned from one another. Figure 1.3 shows the slightly different flight paths of the payloads. Each payload had a science sensor suite that included a magnetoresistive science magnetometer, electric field probes, and a Langmuir probe (figures 1.1 and 1.2). The main payload also had additional plasma probes and a fluxgate magnetometer.

ASSP’s goal to observe detailed auroral plasma and electromagnetic structures requires an attitude solution for the observation segment of the flight, so that the observations can be rotated from the spacecraft body coordinate system into a more meaningful reference coordinate system. An attitude solution can be obtained in two ways: by inertial sensors
Fig. 1.1: ASSP main payload science instrumentation

Fig. 1.2: ASSP subpayload science instrumentation
Fig. 1.3: ASSP flight paths
or by absolute vector measurements. Inertial sensors measure attitude relative to an initial, known attitude by integrating angular rate information from the gyroscopes to obtain angular position knowledge. An absolute attitude solution with respect to a general reference frame (as opposed to an earlier, known attitude) requires at least two independent vector measurements. Each subpayload was equipped with 3-axis gyroscopes, intended to provide a post-processed, inertial attitude solution. However, the spin-axis gyro on each of the subpayloads became saturated before the subpayload deployment, rendering inertial attitude estimation impossible with these sensors. As a result, an alternate attitude solution must be sought. Because two of the scientific sensors provide vector observations, these can be used to obtain an absolute estimate of the spacecraft attitude. Since the science measurements will be used to obtain the attitude solution, and the attitude solution subsequently used to meet the science goals, this is known as a "bootstrap" solution. No work was done preflight to develop estimation filters or algorithms utilizing the science vector measurements, and so a post-flight least-squares batch estimation method was conceived to be the most advantageous method under the circumstances. This approach would allow all of the vector measurements to be simultaneously considered in the estimation, thereby increasing accuracy, but the estimator is simpler to build and test than a Kalman Filter, albeit at the expense of computational efficiency.

The focus of this thesis is on the magnetometer observations of all payloads and their simultaneous measurements, for the purpose of making inferences about the structure of the auroral current system. Therefore, a large part of this work must necessarily focus on the attitude estimation of the payloads. The magnetometer and electric field probe data will be used to obtain the attitude history estimate. This work will be a small part of a significant effort to process the ASSP data. Additional tasks can be found in section 7.1.

1.2 Outcome and Significance

As stated in section 1.1, ASSP is far from the first sounding rocket attempt to detect the spatial structure of an auroral current system. However, by making multi-point simultaneous measurements, it is anticipated that ASSP’s contributions to the understanding of these
structures will be greatly improved over other missions. First, by flying several payloads alongside one another, each set of observations can be used independently to determine current structures as has been done in the past [1] [3] [4]. These independent determinations may corroborate each other for an unprecedented level of certainty. Additionally, using the simultaneous measurements to observe the larger-scale magnetic vector field, the currents may be found by the curl of that field. This is a completely independent procedure which will verify the findings of using standalone methods. Improved understanding of the auroral system will lead to improved understanding of energy transfer mechanisms in Earth’s atmosphere, advancing the science of terrestrial and upper-atmospheric weather and its dependence on solar activity. Both stated approaches to determining the current structures in the aurora depend on having accurate magnetic field observations in a useful frame, which is the goal of this thesis (see Chapter 3 for specific objectives).

Transforming the magnetometer measurements into a useful coordinate frame requires attitude knowledge. It was intended to obtain this by integrating inertial angular rate measurements, but the sensors on board the spacecraft failed. Using the two vector measurements made by each of the payloads using the science instruments, namely the magnetometers and electric field probes, a relatively simple-to-construct attitude estimation method can be developed. If successful, this method may be extended to other missions where inertial sensors fail, or potentially could introduce a new class of post-processed attitude solutions with advantages over traditional methods. Namely, unlike inertial attitude determination, initial conditions need not be precisely known. Also, a physical model, which would be required for the new method, may be as detailed as desired while still not requiring the measurement geometry information needed to build a Kalman Filter. The likelihood of this method becoming more generalized and applied to other missions is dependent on its specific mathematical properties, which are beyond the scope of this thesis to define.

It is anticipated that by using the new attitude estimation procedure, the magnetic field observations may be transformed to a useful frame with reasonable accuracy, allowing them to be further processed and used to make the desired inferences about the auroral
current system.
Chapter 2
Auroral Science and Attitude Determination Background

2.1 Auroral Electrodynamics

The visible aurora is caused by energetic charged particles (electrons and ions) originating from the sun trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field precipitating into the atmosphere along magnetic field lines. As these particles enter the atmosphere, they collide with neutral particles, causing the neutral particles to emit photons and thus producing the bright lights of the aurora. This phenomenon is of interest because it can yield insight into the more complex dynamics of energy transfer from the Sun to the Earth. The movement of charged particles necessarily creates an electrical current, and since the aurora is an energetic event caused by the motion of charged particles, there are strong currents associated with the events, directed along the magnetic field lines. These field-aligned currents are known as Birkeland currents. Electrical currents induce magnetic fields perpendicular to the current by the right-hand rule, so these currents may be detected by measuring the magnetic field in the same region. It is for this reason that each ASSP payload was equipped with a vector magnetometer.

The scientific goals of the ASSP rocket campaign will require significant time and effort to achieve. The measurements and dynamics of the payloads are complex, and detailed scientific inferences about the auroral electrodynamic systems are beyond the scope of this thesis. It is the goal of this thesis, however, to show that some useful observations of the auroral current system can be made with the reduced magnetometer observations resolved by the methods described. To that end, we review literature on auroral electrodynamics from previous campaigns.
One of the earliest rocket campaigns that probed the aurora with a vector magnetometer was Park and Cloutier [1]. The authors used a biased scalar magnetometer, utilizing the spin of the rocket to effectively create a vector instrument. Using lunar aspect data, they first determined the portion of the flight over which the mechanical motion of the rocket was at steady-state, then found the rotation rate of the rocket body and the precession rate of the rotation axis, which were necessary to determine the direction of the magnetic field from the biased magnetometer observations. The authors took great effort to describe in detail the motion of the rocket, and how its spin and coning (rotation and precession) modulated the signal of the biased magnetometer. By determining these modulations, they were able to remove the effects of the mechanical motion from the measurements. This is a critical step in the data reduction, and this example highlights the importance of attitude determination for ASSP. The difference magnetic field $\Delta \vec{B}$ was found by subtracting a spherical harmonic expansion model of the Earth’s magnetic field from the magnetometer measurements. By finding the best fit to the difference field data for models of Birkeland current sheets and horizontal electrojet currents, they were able to determine the existence of the sheets and their horizontal position relative to the launch site, as well as the magnitude of the auroral electrojet current.

Another experiment by Robinson et al. [3] used simultaneous ground-based radar and rocket-borne magnetometer measurements to observe current systems, aided by electric field sensors on the rocket. The equation used to find the cross-sectional current $J_\perp$ using electric field $\vec{E}$, magnetic field $\vec{B}$, neutral wind $\vec{U}$, and Pederson and Hall conductivities $\sigma_P$ and $\sigma_H$, respectively over altitudes $z_1$ and $z_2$ is

$$J_\perp = \int_{z_1}^{z_2} \sigma_P dz (\vec{E} + \vec{U} \times \vec{B})_\perp + \int_{z_1}^{z_2} \sigma_H dz \left( \frac{(\vec{E} + \vec{U} \times \vec{B})_\perp \times \vec{B}}{B} \right), \quad (2.1)$$

by which the importance of the magnetic field measurements in the determination of current structures can be seen. Also presented is a relationship between current intensity and the
rate of change of the azimuth angle $\phi_c$ of the magnetic field:

$$j_\parallel = k \frac{\Delta \phi_c}{\Delta t} \frac{\cos \beta}{\sin(\beta + I)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

where $I$ is the dip angle of the magnetic field and $\beta$ is the angle between the velocity vector of the payload and the horizontal. The parameter $k$ is a constant defined as

$$k = \frac{1}{\mu_0} \frac{B \cos(I - \alpha_c)}{v_H}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where $\mu_0$ is the vacuum permeability, $\alpha_c$ is the angle between $\vec{B}$ and the mean spin axis of the payload, and $v_H$ is the horizontal velocity of the payload. Without accurate knowledge of the attitude, the direction of the magnetic field and thus the nature of the current systems become very difficult to resolve. The authors used a star sensor for an accurate spin rate measurement. The magnetometer contained spin information as well, but Robinson noted in [5] that changes in the azimuth angle of the ambient magnetic field can be found in the differences between the measured spin rate of the magnetometer and the independent spin measurements by the star sensor. This shows the importance of attitude determination, and also some of the failings of bootstrap attitude estimation procedures. As with [1], $\Delta \vec{B}$ was found by subtracting a model field from the measured magnetic field vector. Currents measured by the electric field probes had fair agreement with those inferred by the magnetometers.

A multi-point measurement campaign similar to ASSP was performed in 2003 by Zheng et al. [4] Four free-flying magnetometers were ejected from a main payload. The magnetic difference field was found by digitally filtering the lowest frequencies representing the ambient field and the trajectory of the payloads. Current densities were calculated for each of the payloads treating the measurements as single-point measurements, and comparing these to a calculation of the curl of the difference field. Significant differences were found between the two calculations. Importantly for this thesis, Zheng et al. found attitude with an approach similar to that of [1], by using the magnetic field data to determine the rotation.
and precession parameters to fit models and despin the measurements.

These few examples show how the desired measurements of electrical currents can be made using vector magnetometer observations. Each one also emphasizes the importance of attitude determination to resolve the direction of the magnetic field.

2.2 Attitude Determination

2.2.1 TRIAD Method

As mentioned in the previous section, attitude determination is critical for making sound observations of auroral current systems using rocket-borne magnetometers. The attitude estimation of the ASSP payloads as an integral part of the data reduction is a major point of this thesis. Attitude determination of satellites has been actively studied since the 1960s, when space launch capabilities first became significant and digital computers had developed enough for sophisticated estimation algorithms. One of the earliest and simplest general attitude solutions was developed by Black [6], and is now called the TRIAD algorithm. This method requires two independent vector measurements in both the body coordinate frame and the inertial frame and uses simple linear algebra to solve for the rotation matrix that represents the attitude. Given the column vectors \( \vec{m}_1, \vec{m}_2 \), representing sensor observations measured in the body frame, and the corresponding reference frame vectors \( \vec{M}_1, \vec{M}_2 \), where the two vector sets are ideally related by

\[
\vec{M}_i = R\vec{m}_i, \quad (2.4)
\]

we form the unit vectors

\[
\hat{a} = \frac{\vec{m}_1}{|\vec{m}_1|}, \quad (2.5)
\]
\[
\hat{A} = \frac{\vec{M}_1}{|\vec{M}_1|}, \quad (2.6)
\]
\[
\hat{b} = \frac{\vec{m}_1 \times \vec{m}_2}{|\vec{m}_1 \times \vec{m}_2|}, \quad (2.7)
\]
and
\[ \hat{B} = \frac{\vec{M}_1 \times \vec{M}_2}{|\vec{M}_1 \times \vec{M}_2|}. \] (2.8)

Then, we arrange the unit vectors into the following matrix equation:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{A} & \hat{B} & \hat{A} \times \hat{B}
\end{bmatrix} = R
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{a} & \hat{b} & \hat{a} \times \hat{b}
\end{bmatrix},
\] (2.9)

to which an estimate of the solution, and thus the spacecraft attitude, is
\[
\hat{R} = \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{A} & \hat{B} & \hat{A} \times \hat{B}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{a} & \hat{b} & \hat{a} \times \hat{b}
\end{bmatrix}^T.
\] (2.10)

This method was once common on spacecraft, and is computationally inexpensive, though not necessarily an optimal solution. In [7], Markley discusses special cases in which the TRIAD method does produce the optimal solution. These cases include when the angles between the two measured vectors are the same in both coordinate frames, when the two vector observations are weighted equally, and when one vector observation is weighted much less than the other. These are important notes for ASSP, since at the time of this writing the magnetometer observations are better known than the electric field observations.

2.2.2 Wahba’s Problem and Solutions

An early generalization of the attitude determination problem was by Grace Wahba in 1965 and is called Wahba’s problem [8]. Wahba’s problem seeks to minimize the function
\[
\sum_{j=1}^{N} ||v_{j,b} - Rv_{j,I}||^2,
\] (2.11)

by finding $R$, which must be orthogonal and have $\det(R) = 1$, given measurements of some vectors $v_j$, $N \geq 2$ in an inertial coordinate frame $I$ and simultaneously in the body frame $b$. Many solutions have been developed, focusing on optimality, robustness, and computational efficiency. Markley derived a singular value decomposition (SVD) method that produces a unique solution, as well as statistical information about the estimated attitude [9]. He
later implemented a computationally faster solution by determining the optimal attitude matrix via scalar parameters without expensive matrix decompositions [7]. In the later article [7], both of these methods are compared to each other and the quaternion-based QUEST algorithm for accuracy for several different test cases. The SVD method produced the lowest errors and greatest stability, but was the slowest algorithm tested. The major advantages of these methods over the simpler TRIAD algorithm are optimality and the ability to incorporate any number of simultaneous vector observations greater than the minimum of 2.

Wahba’s problem has also been solved using attitude quaternions in place of an attitude matrix. According to Keat [10], Davenport derived a least-squares method to determine the attitude quaternion given a batch of simultaneous vector measurements, known as the q-method. This method has spawned derivatives, such as QUEST [11] and REQUEST [12]. All of these methods, while important to note, are based on reducing an attitude solution from more than two vector observations. Since ASSP has only two observations available on each payload, there is little advantage in discussing these methods in-depth. Additionally, they determine attitude via an intermediate quaternion, which has no practical advantage in the case of ASSP over a matrix method, since computational efficiency is not a concern.

Kalman filters are seen as the de facto standard attitude determination methods because they can be implemented in real-time, which is necessary for attitude control of spacecraft, and because they provide an optimal causal solution to Wahba’s problem. The Kalman filter consists of a prediction step, where a physics model is used to predict a coming measurement from an attitude sensor. An update step follows which incorporates an actual measurement from the sensor. Choukroun [13] discusses Kalman filters in detail and presents novel implementations for attitude determination. Besides the fact that it can be employed in real-time, the Kalman filter is also advantageous because it allows for measurements from any number of sensors, it is robust to noisy measurements, and indeed uses the characteristics of measurement noise to improve the estimate. By doing so it provides an optimal estimate of the attitude at each moment in time. Some of these advantages are un-
fortunately not applicable to ASSP. Firstly, there are only two observing sensors, which are the minimum required for any absolute attitude determination, and thus the Kalman filter, which can take advantage of many measurements, will be wasted in this way. Secondly, the mission has flown and there is no need for a causal solution: non-causal data may be added for an improved estimation. For these reasons, a new technique will be attempted in place of a Kalman filter to estimate the attitude history for ASSP. Further discussion of the new technique and its potential advantages over a Kalman filter is had in section 4.4.
Chapter 3

Objectives

The goal of this work is to provide suitable observations of the magnetic field in a useful coordinate frame that may be used to infer current systems in the aurora. This goal will be achieved through the following objectives:

1. Develop a post-processed attitude estimation using the measurements made by the ASSP payloads
2. Determine the validity and accuracy of the attitude solution by comparison to alternate solutions and models of the magnetic field
3. Find the perturbations in the magnetic field in a useful reference frame that may correspond to passage through the aurora by filtering the high and low frequencies.
4. Compare the structures of the magnetic perturbations to previous measurement campaigns.
Chapter 4
Measurement Processing and Attitude Determination
Methods

In order to observe magnetic field perturbations due to the auroral arc, an attitude solution must be obtained to resolve the measurements in an inertial coordinate frame. ASSP was equipped with rate gyros to obtain angular rate information throughout the flight, which would be integrated post-flight to determine the attitude history. However, it was discovered shortly after the flight that the gyros saturated in the spin axis, rendering them useless. An adequate attitude solution may still be obtained, however, since each payload was equipped with two vector instruments measuring independent quantities: the vector magnetometer and the electric field double-probes. The electric field probes only measure two components of the electric field vector, those that correspond to the body-x and body-y coordinates, which will affect the stability and accuracy of attitude determination methods.

4.1 Instrument Calibration

4.1.1 Magnetometer

A least-squares calibration was applied to the raw magnetometer data, calculating an optimal scale factor and bias for each vector component with the objective function being the difference between the magnitude of the in-flight measurements and calibration measurements made before the flight. This produced a good first estimate, though additional systematic error sources were identified, most importantly additional biases. As the spacecraft spins, the x- and y-axis magnetometer measurements should have means near zero, neglecting perturbations in the magnetic field which would not significantly shift the mean,
and corrected by adjusting the bias so that the mean was close to zero. This does not account for additional z-bias, so the bias term for this axis was adjusted to approximately match the magnitude of the z-axis component of the magnetic field measured by the flux-gate magnetometer on the main payload, which is a more trusted sensor with a better stock calibration. The magnitude of the z-component will change throughout the flight dependent on the individual payload since the spatial separation of the payloads is significant, so this adjustment is only approximate. An improved calibration may become available in the future, in which case it will be used in the attitude solution in lieu of the calibration described. The magnetic field data are filtered for high-frequency measurement noise using a zero-phase digital filter.

4.1.2 Electric Field Probes

Prior to the January flight, calibration tests were performed on the electric field probes, in which various voltages were applied and the analog-to-digital converter counts were observed. Least-squares regression was used to find a best-fit polynomial to convert the measurements to the applied voltage. This polynomial was used post-flight to find the actual voltage between the two probes to within 10 mV. No bias terms were calculated. Instead, the data are bandpass-filtered to allow only the frequencies corresponding to the mechanical motion of the spacecraft, thus removing offsets and slow changes. Using this type of probe, offsets are more indicative of differences in surface properties of the probes themselves than of an actual ambient electric field.

4.2 Coordinate Systems

4.2.1 Measurement Coordinate Frames

The body coordinate system for the main payload is shown in figure 4.1, and the subpayload coordinates are in figure 4.2. The main payload spins in the opposite direction with respect to its own body coordinates as the subpayloads with respect to their body coordinates. The electric field probe coordinate systems match the x- and y- components of
the body coordinate systems. Note that the vector magnetometer coordinate system of the
subpayload is left-handed, with the z-axis flipped compared to the defined body coordinate
system. This is due to an assembly error, and is corrected by flipping the sign of the
calibrated z-component measurements. The fluxgate magnetometer of the main payload
is rotated into the body coordinate frame $b$ from its own frame $fg$ using the following transformation:

$$
B_b = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \cos(210^\circ) & -\sin(210^\circ) \\
0 & \sin(210^\circ) & \cos(210^\circ) \\
1 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} B_{fg} \quad \text{(4.1)}
$$

The main payload had active attitude control with the goal of aligning the deployed
subpayloads’ spin axes to the magnetic field within $5^\circ$, and aligning its own spin axis to
the magnetic field to within $3^\circ$. The initial alignment error of the main payload was small,
but grew throughout the flight, so the actual maximum alignment error was not as good,
nor were those of the subpayloads. Table 4.1 shows the peak alignment error in during
the flight of each of the payloads. Using the calibrated magnetometer measurements, the
actual errors $\alpha$ were calculated as the inverse cosine of the ratio of the magnitudes of the
spin plane components and the total field, or

$$
\alpha = \arccos \left( \frac{\sqrt{B_x^2 + B_y^2}}{\sqrt{B_x^2 + B_y^2 + B_z^2}} \right). \quad \text{(4.2)}
$$

It is fair to say that the z-axis of the magnetometers is roughly aligned to the magnetic
field. Since at this latitude, the field points mostly up, it is equally fair to say that the
z-axis corresponds roughly to the up-axis in the local East-North-Up coordinate frame.

4.2.2 East, North, Up and North, East, Down

The East-North-Up (ENU) and North-East-Down (NED) are local coordinate systems
that move with the spacecraft, in which the magnetic field measurements are considered
most relevant and intuitive. The x-axis is East in ENU and North in NED, the y-axis is
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload</th>
<th>Alignment Error Goal</th>
<th>Actual Alignment Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main</td>
<td>3°</td>
<td>12.2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub 1</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>7.9°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub 2</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>6.8°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub 3</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>12.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub 4</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>9.4°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub 5</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>10.3°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub 6</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>10.8°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Maximum magnetic field alignment errors

Fig. 4.1: Main payload body coordinate systems
Fig. 4.2: Subpayload body coordinate systems

North in ENU and East in NED, and the z-axis is Up in ENU and Down in NED. Final measurements will be reported in ENU, but NED is required for some functions, such as the function used to produce IGRF comparison. A transformation between the two frames can be seen as a swap of the x- and y-axes, and a sign change in the z-axis, and when performed by a rotation matrix, the matrix is

\[
R_{\text{NED}}^{\text{ENU}} = R_{\text{ENU}}^{\text{NED}} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -1
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (4.3)

4.2.3 Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed

This frame is referenced in the equations used by the 6 DOF Simulink function. It is a non-inertial frame defined by the x-axis pointing from the center of the earth toward the prime meridian at the equator, the z-axis is aligned with the spin axis of the Earth, and
the y-axis is obtained by the right-hand rule. The local NED frame rotates with respect to this frame, and this is accounted for when determining the inertial rotation rates of the spacecraft. Rotations between this matrix and NED or ENU are well known and can be derived from information in [14]. The rotation matrix is

\[
R_{\text{ENU}}^{\text{ECEF}} = (R_{\text{ECEF}}^{\text{ENU}})^T = \begin{bmatrix}
-\sin \phi & -\sin \phi \cos \lambda & \cos \phi \cos \lambda \\
\cos \lambda & -\sin \phi \sin \lambda & \cos \phi \sin \lambda \\
0 & \cos \phi & \sin \lambda \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(4.4)

where \(\phi\) is the geodetic latitude and \(\lambda\) is the longitude of the spacecraft.

### 4.3 Physical Models

#### 4.3.1 Rigid-Body Dynamics

Recognizing that the goal of the attitude estimation for ASSP is to achieve sufficient directional accuracy using methods that are simple to construct, we must build on the previous efforts of others. The MATLAB and Simulink software packages contain two tools that are key to the attitude determination method that will be pursued. The first is the six-degree-of-freedom dynamics model [15]. Although only the three degrees of freedom relating to the rigid-body kinematics are necessary, the model as a whole has been thoroughly vetted and proven external to this thesis, reducing the work required for the new method and strengthening the case for its use. The model refers to [16], [17], and [18]. By integrating quaternion-based equations of motion for a rigid body, the model simulates the rotation of the spacecraft. The capacity exists to include forces and moments, but these options will not be used. The fact that the equations of motion are quaternion-based is superfluous because it is not seen in the user interface. The advantages of quaternion-based equations are still realized: the model is free of singularities. The attitude is tracked by a direction cosine matrix output by the function relative to the local NED frame, accounting for rotation of the Earth. Locality is managed by the GPS data recorded by the spacecraft; this required
a minor change to the stock function, bypassing the integrated position and using direct inputs from the GPS instead.

The angular rates \( p, q, \) and \( r \) of the spacecraft relative to the NED coordinate system are expressed as a vector:

\[
\vec{\omega}_N^{\text{NED}} = \begin{bmatrix} p \\ q \\ r \end{bmatrix}.
\]

The angular rate of the Earth is

\[
\vec{\omega}_E^{I} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ \omega_E \end{bmatrix},
\]

and the rotation of the local NED frame relative to the ECEF coordinate frame is

\[
\vec{\omega}_E^{\text{NED}} = \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\lambda} \cos \phi \\ -\dot{\phi} \\ -\dot{\lambda} \sin \phi \end{bmatrix}.
\]

The total angular rates of the spacecraft in the inertial frame are then

\[
\vec{\omega}_b^{I} = \vec{\omega}_b^{\text{NED}} + R_{ECEF}^b \vec{\omega}_E^{I} + R_{NED}^b \vec{\omega}_E^{\text{NED}},
\]

which are integrated by the quaternion equation

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{q}_0 \\
\dot{q}_1 \\
\dot{q}_2 \\
\dot{q}_3
\end{bmatrix} = -\frac{1}{2} \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \omega_b^I(1) & \omega_b^I(2) & \omega_b^I(3) \\
-\omega_b^I(1) & 0 & -\omega_b^I(3) & \omega_b^I(2) \\
-\omega_b^I(2) & \omega_b^I(3) & 0 & -\omega_b^I(1) \\
-\omega_b^I(3) & -\omega_b^I(2) & \omega_b^I(1) & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
q_0 \\
q_1 \\
q_2 \\
q_3
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

In any physical system there are small perturbations present that remain unaccounted for in the mathematical model for purposes of simplifying the equations. This is indeed the case with ASSP. Most important of these physical effects recognized on the ASSP
payloads is that the deployed payloads attempted to deploy flexible wire booms with massive electrodes at the tips. The deployments were largely unsuccessful, and although this was unfortunate for the mission, as it makes using the measurements made by the electrodes more difficult (but not impossible), this fact improves the rigid-body assumption required for the physical model. Even so, the partial deployments observed do introduce perturbations associated with the independent motion of the electrodes and the energy dissipation by the short, flexible boom. Thus, it is not expected that the model will produce extremely accurate results, but that the output of the simulation will be sufficiently accurate to allow deconvolution of the measurements by attitude estimation.

4.3.2 Magnetic Field Model

Vector measurements must be obtained in an inertial reference frame as a comparison in order to determine attitude. The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) will be used [19] with the latest (2015) coefficients. Note that the coefficients have changed since the latest update of [19]. The latest version of the MATLAB function by Drew Compston available at [20] will be used for all reference field calculations related to this work.

4.4 Nonlinear Least-Squares Attitude History Estimation

The Kalman filter is an accepted method for attitude estimation, but it is most appealing as an optimal solution when it can be applied in real-time. Since the ASSP mission has flown and data have been collected, a non-causal solution incorporating all measurements simultaneously may be advantageous, especially if its implementation is simpler than a Kalman filter. One such solution has been formulated using nonlinear least-squares to determine input parameters for a kinematic physical model of a rigid body. Of the literature surveyed, this approach is most similar to that of Zheng et al. [4], though it differs in that all kinematic parameters are estimated simultaneously, rather than sequentially, and relate to the spacecraft, its initial state and the sensors, rather than just its motion. The model will output estimates of the measurements at all relevant points in time which will be compared as a batch to the measured data. Additionally, this can be done without
deriving new equations or even building new computer simulations, since thoroughly tested and vetted procedures exist. In this new method, a nonlinear least-squares function that is built into MATLAB will be used with a 6 degree-of-freedom rigid-body dynamics model in Simulink. Both components require minor adjustments and additional facilitating code to implement with the ASSP data, but the most critical parts are already available for use.

4.4.1 Algorithm

The block diagram of the algorithm shows its flow. Significant perturbations to the electric field from the auroral arcs are filtered out by allowing only mechanical frequencies through the digital bandpass filter. The magnetometer data are only lowpass filtered just above the highest mechanical frequency, since the magnitude of each component of the magnetic field is critical to the method. This removes the high-frequency measurement noise. The measurement data are then input to the least-squares algorithm. Model B-field data are generated using the IGRF model, while the reference E-field is produced by crossing the velocity of the spacecraft as measured by GPS with the model B-field to obtain the \( \vec{V} \times \vec{B} \) term of the electric field, which is the major contributor to the sensed field on the spacecraft. These are input to the 6 DOF physical model, of which only 3 degrees of freedom are actually utilized. The model outputs a direction cosine matrix that
represents the estimated attitude. The model data are rotated using this matrix to obtain
the measurement model, which is compared to the actual measurements at each iteration of
the least-squares algorithm. Since the simulation must be run multiple times each iteration,
the method is computationally expensive, but the desired advantage is achieved in simplicity
of implementation.

The relevant mechanical equations are given in section 4.3.1. At each timestep of the
simulation, the model magnetic and electric fields are rotated into the spacecraft body frame
by the equations

$$B_{\text{IGRF,b}} = R_{\text{NED}} B_{\text{IGRF,NED}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

and

$$E_{b,\text{model}} = R_{\text{NED}} E_{\text{NED, model}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

where $R_{\text{NED}}$ is the direction cosine matrix transforming a vector from the local NED frame
to the spacecraft body frame. Once the simulation is complete, the compensating bias term
$B_{\text{bias}}$ is added to the magnetic field:

$$B_{\text{model,b}} = B_{\text{IGRF,b}} + B_{\text{bias}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

No bias is added to the electric field, since the measured data are centered about zero post-
filtering, as are the model data post-rotation. The actual measurements are then subtracted
from the model measurements to obtain the total squared error:

$$S = \sum_{i} \sum_{n} (F(x_{i,n}, t_{n}) - y_{i,n})^2,$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.13)

where $x$ is a set of parameters defining the kinematic motion of the spacecraft (see section
4.4.2), $y$ is the set of measurements (an $i \times n$ matrix), $i$ being the number of measurement
components or channels, and $n$ being the number of observations in time. Using three
magnetic field components and 2 electric field components, $i = 5$. The matrices are rect-
angular since the magnetic and electric field channels were sampled at the same rate on
each payload. The nonlinear least-squares algorithm used is the Trust-Region-Reflective algorithm [21] lsqnonlin with the interface lsqcurvefit, which are found in the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox [22] [23].

4.4.2 Estimated Parameters

Outputs of the least-squares algorithm include estimates for the following parameters that define the kinematic motion of the spacecraft:

1-3. Moments of inertia about the spacecraft body axes
4-6. Products of inertia relating to the spacecraft body axes
7-9. Initial Euler angles: roll, pitch, and yaw
10-12. Initial rates of change of the Euler angles
13-15. Magnetic bias term, covering calibration errors and the difference between the ambient field and the IGRF model.

In minimizing least-squares, situations may be encountered in which the differences in sensitivity between the parameters may cause some of them to cover more or less of the actual least-squares difference than they should. Another way to say this is that some less sensitive parameters may inappropriately "absorb" some of the least-squared difference that should be accounted for with another parameter. There are steps that can be taken to mitigate this. First, and most important, a watchful and experienced eye may recognize changes in parameters that may seem nonphysical. Secondly, the algorithm used allows for a relative step size to be implemented, so that larger steps may be taken for less sensitive parameters, lessening improper absorption by those parameters. In this case, the step sizes of the inertia elements were 1000 times smaller than the steps of the initial Euler angles and rates, while the magnetic bias steps were 100 times larger than the initial rotational state. Finally, bounds can be set on the various parameters that keep it within a certain range of the initial guess. The bounds used for the main and subpayloads are listed in tables 4.2 and 4.3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Bound</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>± 5 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>± 5 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>± 5 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>± 1 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>± 1 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>± 1 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>± 0.52 rad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>± 0.52 rad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>± 6.28 rad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>± 1 rad s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>± 1 rad s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>± 0.002 rad s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>0 ± 1000 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>0 ± 1000 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>0 ± 1000 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Main payload parameter bounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Bound</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>± 0.001 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>± 0.001 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>± 0.6 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>± 0.0005 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>± 0.0005 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>± 0.0005 kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>± 0.52 rad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>± 0.52 rad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>± 6.28 rad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>± 2 rad s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>± 2 rad s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>± 0.1 rad s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>varies nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>varies nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>varies nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Subpayload parameter bounds
The bounds are set based on the expected magnitude of the quantity and how well the initial guess is known. The inertia bounds for the main payload are different from those used for the subpayloads because the magnitudes of the inertias were very different. The moments of inertia were measured for the main payload in its fully deployed state prior to launch, and it was assumed that these were sufficiently close to the principal moments of inertia that the products were initially guessed to be zero. The entire inertia tensor of the subpayloads was measured on the ground, but two issues prevent this from being a good initial guess. First, for the entire time interval of interest the electric field probes are in a deployed state, reducing the measured inertia to no more than a decent guess. Second, the repeatability of the measurements of the products of inertia was low. This led to an initial guess of zero for the subpayload products of inertia as well. Indeed, for both of these reasons, agreement to ground-based product of inertia measurements is poor, but expectedly so. Because the electric field probe deployed length was actually quite short except for subpayload #4, agreement is fair for the moments of inertia on the subpayloads.

A final note on the inertia estimates is that the ratios of the different elements of the inertia tensor are what define the motion, and not their absolute magnitude. This must be considered if inertia estimates output by this method are intended for any other use.

The initial guess for the Euler angles and rates were completely unknown, except for the spin rate and the knowledge that the main payload attempted to align the z-axis of all payloads to the magnetic field, which was largely pointed in the Down direction. The unknowns were also set to zero at first, until a better guess was found that fit the measurements well, when a guess for all parameters was had. For this reason, the bounds were set high, relative to their magnitude. The sensitivity to the Euler angles and rates was also high: relatively small changes in these quantities could change a fair fit to measurements into a very poor one, so these bounds were found to be acceptable.

The simple bias term in the magnetometers was the least sensitive measurement, and most prone to ”absorbing” the effects of other parameters, especially the initial rotational state. Being unknown, these were also first guessed to be zero, and iterated upon manually.
until a better guess was found. The default bound was 1000 nanoteslas, but this bound
had to be raised on some payloads if a reasonable converged solution could not be found
otherwise, and only incremented very slowly at that point to ensure that the estimate did
not run away with the bias terms. To explain why some bounds had to be expanded, we
first recognize that they were chosen to be relatively tight (it would not be unexpected
or inconsistent with previous measurements for the ambient field and the model to differ
by several thousand nanoteslas), and that care was taken in expanding them to avoid the
problems due to flexibility in this parameter. We also recognize that each payload had a
unique (and imperfect) magnetometer calibration, and more calibration compensation may
have been needed for some payloads.

In the next section, assumptions are covered that limit the applicability of this imple-
mentation of this method, but the discussion above already hints at the possibility that the
solution found may be a local minimum, rather than the proper global minimum. With
any physical model, some assumptions must be made, and the consequences of those as-
sumptions accepted. In this case, deficiencies in the physical model may mean that the true
global minimum of the cost function may not be verified, or that the true global minimum
may be a poor fit to the data, and improper at that. Additionally, considering that the
ratios of the inertia elements define the motion rather than their magnitudes, any number of
equal minima may exist in this function space. Intelligent consideration of the results must
accompany any application of this attitude history estimation method. If the convergence
point found when applying this method is believed to be a local minimum, then expansion
of the physical model is the recommended remedy.

4.4.3 Assumptions

The method makes the following assumptions:
1. The spacecraft body is rigid
2. The sensors are at the center of mass of the rotating body
3. Energy dissipation is negligible
4. The ambient magnetic field changes slowly compared to all mechanical frequencies of the spacecraft
5. A single bias term compensates for both calibration deficiencies and differences of the measured field from the model field.

Assumption 1 most accurately describes the main payload. It extends booms that can flex, but during the time interval of interest, the payload is no longer actively controlled, and plenty of time has passed to allow the vibration of the booms to dissipate. Out of necessity, the subpayloads have wire booms, rather than rigid booms. However, the deployed length for the booms was extremely short except on subpayload #4, and so the vibrations should damp out relatively quickly, and the spacecraft will follow the rigid-body assumption closely, since no moments are applied to the spacecraft. For subpayload #4, it is assumed that sufficient time is given for the damping of the vibrations, at which point the increased moment of inertia about the spin axis enables the system of the body and sensors to follow the rigid-body assumption closely.

Assumption 2 is nearly true for the electric field probes, since the measurement is already assumed to be halfway between the probes, which is near to the spacecraft center of mass. This assumption is less true for the magnetometer, which is placed on a boom to avoid magnetic contamination. However, the distance of the magnetometer from the center of mass is very small compared to the spatial scales required to make a noticeable change in the measurement, and since the booms are rigid the magnetometer will follow the rotations of the center of mass almost exactly.

Assumption 3 refers to the fact that the motion of the flexible booms will damp over time and the energy must be dissipated. It is assumed that the damping has largely occurred before the time interval of interest and remaining energy dissipation is negligible. The statement of this assumption and assumption 1 can be extended to a statement that the
physics model is complete. The same algorithm may be used with a more detailed physical model if this assumption proves untrue and the attitude estimation is insufficient as a result.

Assumption 4 must be true or changes in the magnetic field may be confused with changes in the rotation of the spacecraft. The assumption also must hold for both the reference magnetic field and the ambient field being measured. The reference field is certainly of no concern: the time derivatives in the spherical harmonic model reference months and years, changing over far longer time periods than the domain of seconds that covers the mechanical motion of the payloads. For knowledge of ambient field changes, we refer to Park et al. [1] whose plots of magnetic field appear to show disturbances that occur over about 10 seconds. The unsteadiness of the disturbances will likely prevent confusion with the very regular spin and precession of the payloads. Spatial motion is a much more significant effect for ASSP, as indicated by figure 4.4, but these changes are still very slow compared to the mechanical frequencies of the spacecraft, the slowest of which are on the order of tens of milliHertz, and correspond to the precession of the main payload. It is conceivable that some magnetic field perturbations may exist that change more rapidly than this, but the effects of these will be smaller much smaller in magnitude than effects due to changes in the spacecraft rotation, which will easily be compensated for by the least-squares fit.

Assumption 5 is a statement that the true ambient magnetic field is not known perfectly. The calibration on the magnetometers is imperfect, and the IGRF model field which is used as a reference has significant differences due to the large currents flowing in measurement region. These differences will be addressed by an additive bias for each component of the measurement, and will be found as a parameter in the least-squares solution. A higher-order model could be used, but increases the number of parameters estimated by the least-squares algorithm.

4.4.4 Time Interval of Interest

The reference time \( t_0 \) is an arbitrarily chosen moment close to the ignition of the motors to which all data are referenced. The beginning of the time interval for which the attitude solution will be attempted is defined by the ejection and deployment sequences
of the subpayloads and the final pointing of the main payload, which are all complete by approximately 215 seconds past $t_0$. Subpayload #1 suffered a downlink glitch from about 648 seconds to about 656 seconds. Since the scientific goals of the campaign are best served by comparing data from all payloads, and since this glitch complicates attempts at digital filtering but was not encountered on the other payloads, this point defines the end of the time interval, trimmed to 646 seconds. By 646 seconds, the rocket has passed through the dynamic aurora and most of the signal of interest has already been obtained. Further time is removed to account for the boundary effects of the digital filters used, so the time interval becomes 250 seconds to 646 seconds. The end time does not change because the filtering can be performed on data beyond 646 seconds and trimmed to that value.

4.5 Comparison Methodology

There is no evidence in published literature that an attitude solution similar to this has been attempted before. It is important to note that this is not a solution to Wahba’s
problem. Those solutions determine an optimal attitude matrix for a given instant in time, while the new method calculates the entire time history simultaneously by calculating a set of parameters relating to a physical model. There is confidence in the components of the method, but the new algorithm as a whole is unproven for attitude determination. A detailed mathematical analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis, but appropriate qualitative and quantitative comparisons will be made to proven methods to ensure that the desired results have been achieved. The comparisons made include:
1. Qualitative trend agreement
2. Euler angle comparison
3. Spherical angle differences

A qualitative trend agreement is important, because the payloads, though in different locations, should experience largely the same magnetic and electric fields. Trends can also be compared in the expected measurements: rotating the model fields into the body coordinate frame may yield additional insight into the workings of each method. Comparing Euler angles will allow for a qualitative and quantitative measure of the two methods in which the actual rotations themselves are represented. Finally, a comparison of the spherical angles (azimuth and elevation) will quantify the differences in vector direction in the rotated product. The comparison will be made between the attitude solution and the model field. Previous campaigns [3] and [1] found that the variations in the spherical angles through the flight was less than 1°, as were the differences between the angles measurement and the model. For the scientific goals of ASSP, it is desired to resolve the direction of the vectors to an accuracy of less than 5°, with up to 10° being acceptable. For each comparison, the rotated measurements will be filtered to remove remnants of mechanical frequencies (the unfiltered, rotated measurements will also be shown). The comparison sources are the model fields, attitude from inertial sensors, and the TRIAD algorithm. Each comparison source and each different applicable measure will be plotted and analyzed.
4.5.1 Model Fields

The qualitative trend agreement is the first check for each attitude solution, comparing rotated data with the model field. The model magnetic field changes by only a few percent by any measure given the spatial differences of the payloads during the flight, and past experiments have shown that the model agrees well with in situ measurements [3]. The small spatial- and temporal-scale structures of the perturbations in the magnetic field are not well known, hence the goals of the rocket campaign, but the large-scale deviations from the IGRF model are known to be slow compared to ASSP measurement timescales. The model and the measurements will not likely differ by more than a several hundred to a few thousand nanoteslas in magnitude. The overall trends of the rotated measurements should agree with the trends predicted by the IGRF, and so this agreement will be an initial confirmation that the attitude solution has some level of validity.

4.5.2 Inertial Sensors

As stated, the inertial sensors on the subpayloads did not provide the necessary measurements for an inertial attitude solution. However, the main payload used a different inertial sensor system, and the measurements were professionally reduced to obtain an attitude solution for the main payload. The estimated accuracy of the inertial attitude solution is 1° everywhere. This will provide a useful comparison to ensure that the new method estimates a reasonable attitude history before applying it to the subpayloads.

4.5.3 TRIAD Method

As discussed in chapter 2, there are several methods that seek the optimal attitude matrix, most of which are not difficult to implement. However, the lack of a body-z axis measurement of the electric field introduces a deficiency that weakens the usefulness of all of these methods. The true attitude matrix likely differs considerably from that calculated by these methods, as each attempts to match the two vector measurements to their counterparts in the reference frame, and so any attitude matrix produced will favor a hypothetical electric field vector more fully in the body x-y plane than the actual electric field vector. It
is hoped, however, that using one of these methods will at least share similar trends and/or magnitudes of the Euler angles in the solutions as a true solution. The TRIAD method, SVD method, q-method, and other solutions to Wahba’s problem share in common that they solve for the attitude at each moment in time independently. This fact, though a weakness in most practical applications, aids in their use as potential comparisons. Any angles solved for should not vary drastically from one timestep to the next; in other words, the angular rates should appear to conform to some reasonable physics. Considering this, invalid portions of an attitude solution obtained by these methods should be easily identifiable, even if the absolute validity of other portions can not be confirmed. This uncertainty leads to the rational decision that only the simplest of the methods previously discussed should be tried at first: the TRIAD method. The TRIAD method, using the magnetic and electric field measurements, will be applied with the magnetic field as the first measurement in the algorithm. In this application, the body-z component of the electric field will be set to zero. This will cause the expected inaccuracies, but clues and consistencies in the trends should provide a comparison for the new method concerning the subpayload attitude solutions, at least during some portion of the flight. As Markley notes in [7], this usage may still produce an optimal attitude estimation for each moment in time if the two vectors are appropriately weighted. It must be emphasized that this is still an insufficient attitude determination method because the attitude matrix that provides an optimal fit to the vector observations may imply rates of change of the Euler angles that are not physically plausible for these spacecraft, hence this method is used only for comparison.

4.6 Data Reduction

With the attitude solution for each payload, the calibrated, unfiltered magnetic field data are rotated into the ENU frame in two steps:

$$B_{\text{ENU}} = R_{\text{NED}}^{\text{ENU}} R_{\text{b}}^{\text{NED}} B_{\text{b}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

This greatly reduces the strength of the mechanical frequencies in the result (see figure 4.5),
but artifacts of the motion remain. A lowpass filter is again applied to sufficiently remove these artifacts. Seeking perturbations in the measurements, a low-order polynomial fit of the measurements is subtracted to leave only perturbations of the magnetic field in the observations in each component of the ENU frame (figure 4.6).

Fig. 4.5: Partial frequency spectrum of main payload before and after rotation
Removal of rocket motion from $B_N$

Fig. 4.6: Main payload North component observations before and after polynomial fit
Chapter 5

Attitude Estimation Results

The main payload and subpayloads are not only mechanically very different from each other, the attitude estimation technique behaved very differently when applied to each group, so the results will be presented separately.

5.1 Sensitivity to Initial Guess

The attitude estimation is based in least-squares, and so the algorithm may not converge if the initial guess is not sufficiently close to truth, or it may converge to a local minimum that does not represent the true solution. The initial guess was obtained by taking a small number of measurements at the beginning of the time interval and changing the parameters in the initial guess until the trend of the simulation output was qualitatively similar to the actual measurement behavior. Then the algorithm was run with this rough guess, resulting in outputs that were quantitatively very close to the actual measurements, and an improved initial guess. At this point, the time interval did not yet encompass several full rotations or precession periods, so the solution was not unique. To address this, the time interval was extended forward in time a small amount to improve upon the guess, then the algorithm was run again. Several of these manual iterations were performed until the algorithm could converge automatically for the full time interval. Intuitively, this could bias the results towards matching the beginning of the flight. In practice on the subpayloads, this was seen to be the case for smaller time intervals, but when a large enough time interval was input, the least-squared error was large enough later on that the algorithm sought a better fit to all of the data, rather than just the early parts of the flight.
5.2 Nonlinear Least-Squares Results

Using the results obtained by iterating on the algorithm, we first compare the transformed measurements to the model field to observe whether the solution is sensible (figure 5.1). We immediately see that the large-scale trends and magnitudes agree very well with the IGRF. Some difference in magnitude is expected. Importantly, without any further processing some perturbations are already visible in the East and North components, between about 300 and 450 seconds. This means that while this is clearly not a finished product, the rotation is effective as a means to resolve the scientific observations of interest. However, the transformed vectors still reflect the mechanical motion of the spacecraft more strongly than expected. To investigate this, we must determine whether it is an artifact of the new solution or another factor, so we next compare to the gyro-provided solution.

Fig. 5.1: Main payload transformed magnetometer measurements
5.2.1 Main Payload: Comparison to Inertial Attitude Determination

As stated in 4.5.2, the method was first tested on the main payload because an accurate alternate solution already exists from inertial sensors. The two attitude history estimates were compared by using the rotation matrices provided by each to rotate the fluxgate magnetometer measurements into the ENU frame. Both solutions were simultaneously compared to the IGRF model (figure 5.2). In this comparison we see that the differences are not insignificant, but also not very large, and that each component is different in its own way. The East component matches better later in the flight, while the North component is a better match earlier. We must also compare the electric field trends (figure 5.3). The model is very simplistic, and the actual field is not as steady as the model field, in addition to missing a measurement component. However, the components have the correct sign and magnitude, so we maintain that the attitude solution is valid.

There is still a significant waveform at the mechanical frequencies. We zoom in to the magnetic field plot to better see the remaining structure in the measurement (figure 5.4). This reveals that the two waveforms are in phase with each other, and have similar magnitudes, but the match is not exact for each component at all times. At the first peak, the difference in the East components is about 814 nT. At about the same time, the measured field magnitude is 47,674 nT. By the trigonometric relation

\[ \alpha = \arcsin \left( \frac{|B_{E,LSQ} - B_{E,Gyro}|}{|B|} \right), \]  

we estimate that the resulting vector has an East component pointing difference of about 0.98°. Applying the same relation to the last peak in the interval, for the North component, we see an angular difference of about 0.65°. Finally, for the Up component, near the beginning of the time period, the maximum angular difference is about 0.1°. Applying this method to the whole time interval, we achieve figure 5.5. The expected accuracy of the alternate solution is 1°, (see report by Smith [24]) so the two solutions are in agreement.

To address the reason that the mechanical frequencies remain so strongly visible after transformation, we consider the measurements of another magnetometer on board the
Fig. 5.2: Main payload attitude solution comparison: B-field
Comparison of attitude solutions, $E_E$

**Fig. 5.3:** Main payload attitude solution comparison: E-field
Comparison of attitude solutions, $B_E$

Fig. 5.4: Main payload attitude solution comparison - zoom
Fig. 5.5: Angular differences in main payload attitude solution
payload. This was also a well-calibrated fluxgate device, but not intended for science, and was part of the attitude determination subsystem. We compare the transformed measurements from this instrument using the attitude solution provided by the gyros to the fluxgate measurements transformed by the same attitude matrix. This yields figure 5.6, from which we see that the same artifacts exist in equal strength, neglecting the slight differences in trend between the two instruments. Two different attitude solutions by two independent methods have been used to compare observations in a useful frame from two separate instruments, and the results agree. By these indications, we deduce that there must have been some magnetic moment produced by the spacecraft that was not accounted for in the magnetometer calibration.

Fig. 5.6: Main payload attitude solution comparison

For a complete comparison, we also look at Euler angles from the two solutions, which
are expected to be similar. This will be another measure of the pointing error (figure 5.7). The Euler rotation assumed is 3-2-1. Note that the $\phi$ angle plot in figure 5.7 has a smaller time interval to better show the agreement between the two solutions. At first glance, the agreement is generally good, with a less than 1° separation in the second and third Euler angles. We then see that the first Euler angles of the two solutions are out of phase with each other by about 9.2°. Because the other comparisons do not show this as a vector pointing error in the transformed measurement, this is most likely due to axis misalignments between the two sets of coordinate axes for the sensors used to derive the two solutions. There are several places such misalignment could be included: in the sensor axes themselves, the sensor mounting the rocket body, the placement of the boom used to extend the science magnetometer away from the rocket body, and the definition of the body coordinate frame.

To get a better idea of the magnitude of the pointing errors, we transform the vectors to spherical coordinates and compare the observed azimuth and elevation (with respect to the local ENU frame) to that of the model field (figure 5.8). The differences between the measurement and the model should be small, as seen by previous similar rocket campaigns. We see that this is indeed the case. Acknowledging that the true field is an unknown and the calibrated magnetometers are the best attempt at measuring it, we notice that the new least-squares solution follows the trend of the model field somewhat better than the gyro solution. To be sure, the new solution provides adequate attitude estimation for the main payload, so we proceed to compare to TRIAD and then to apply the new method to the subpayloads.

5.3 Comparison to TRIAD

A comparison of the new method to the inertial solution is probably sufficient for the main payload for the purposes of this work. However, the subpayloads will only have a TRIAD method attitude estimate to compare to. Indeed, the TRIAD method is expected to perform the best for the main payload, given the improved quality of the electric field data, so we compare here to see what agreement can be expected (figures 5.9 and 5.10).
Fig. 5.7: Main payload Euler angle comparison
Fig. 5.8: Main payload pointing differences
From these figures, the TRIAD estimate appears to be a much better solution, but recalling that two independent magnetometers measured some bias field that remained after the application of the attitude solution, we see this is completely missed in TRIAD. This same effect would also change or remove signals of scientific interest from the measurements, which is problematic.

![Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods](image)

**Fig. 5.9: Main payload TRIAD method comparison: B-field**

In figure 5.11 the Euler angles of the main payload TRIAD solution are compared. We again see a slight phase difference in $\phi$, which must be due to a difference in the estimation method rather than any physical effect, since the same measurements were used in both methods. We see differences in the $\theta$ angle, showing an offset of about $7^\circ$ at the worst. The trend of $\theta$ is quite telling: TRIAD may produce a rotation that matches the measurements to
Fig. 5.10: Main payload TRIAD method comparison: E-field
the models, but it does so in a way that does not represent physical motion with time. The other solutions are defined such that they must represent physical motion, hence another weakness of TRIAD.

![TRIAD vs. least-squares: Euler angles, Main](image)

When viewing plots of the electric field from the subpayloads, it should be noted that the magnitude of the electric field measured is a function of the distance between the two probes of the instrument. This distance is not well known on the subpayloads, and so only the sign and trend are good for comparison, and not the magnitude, since the magnitude scale was adjusted simply to make a close match on the plots.
Subpayload #4 had the highest quality electric field data, and so we begin our application of the new method and the TRIAD method there (figures 5.12 and 5.13). TRIAD finds a rotation matrix that best maps one set of vector measurements to another. As Markley states [7], this rotation matrix is optimal in terms of Wahba’s problem if the measurement weights in the formulation of Wahba’s problem would make the influence of one vector small compared to the other. This would likely be the case for ASSP in a sensible formulation of the problem, since a component is missing from the measurement, and so this may very well be the optimal matrix. This was insufficient for the main payload, but appears to work well for subpayload #4. The TRIAD trends follow very closely those of the model fields, more so than the least-squares solution does. However, as shown with the main payload, this does not necessarily make it a more appropriate estimate of the attitude history. The Euler angles compared in figure 5.14 for subpayload #4 show similarity, but there is not yet a sign that the scientific signal of interest was preserved.

Robinson, et al. [3] showed that perturbations due to auroral activity can be observed in the spherical angles of vector magnetometer measurements, and that the changes in the angle of the field are relatively small. These observations are confirmed in figure 5.8. Presented below are the residual angles between the model field and the measured, rotated field. Figure 5.15 shows the residuals when using the nonlinear least-squares method, and figure 5.16 shows the same for TRIAD, both displaying measurements by all payloads. We see clear pointing errors when applying the least-squares method, but we see nothing but filtering artifacts when applying the TRIAD.

Complete figure sets can be found in appendix A, covering the rest of the subpayloads. Figure 5.15 shows that varying levels of success were had applying the new method. It was desired that the attitude would be determined within 5°, with an acceptance threshold at 10°. We must therefore accept only the attitude solutions of the main payload and subpayloads #2 and #4, and recognize that the new solution is inadequate for the rest of the payloads.
Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods, $B_E$
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Fig. 5.12: Subpayload #4 TRIAD method comparison: B-field
Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods, $E_E$

Fig. 5.13: Subpayload #4 TRIAD method comparison: E-field
Fig. 5.14: Main payload TRIAD method angle comparison
Fig. 5.15: Magnetic field pointing differences: least-squares
Fig. 5.16: Magnetic field pointing differences: TRIAD
5.4 Discussion on Results

Overall, the TRIAD method fit the subpayloads much better than the main payload. However, neither the new method nor TRIAD performed as well for any of the subpayloads as the new method did for the main payload. There are several hypotheses that may explain part or all of this result:

1. physical model inadequacies
2. increased calibration error for the subpayloads
3. subpayload alignment with the magnetic field
4. magnetic moment present on the spacecraft.

These are discussed in the sections below. Regardless of the results, pointing errors will be found in each direction using filtered, transformed measurements and the IGRF model as truth, which will indicate the magnitude of plausible errors (though not the true error, since the model field is not an adequate truth model). If the errors are sufficiently small (< 5° is desired, < 10° is acceptable for the ASSP science goals), then the attitude solution is acceptable, and by inference, a magnetic moment at least contributes to the existence of strong mechanical frequencies in the transformed measurements.

5.4.1 Physical Model Inadequacies

Simplifying assumptions were made in the construction of the physical model. The assumption was made that the shortness of the flexible wire booms and the time allotted to allow damping was sufficient to make a rigid-body assumption of the spacecraft. This may simply not be true. However, further investigation through ground-based experiments would be required to verify the validity of this assumption. The effects of this would not necessarily be a failing of the new method itself, since it will allow any desired physical model and estimate the relevant input parameters.

Perhaps a more important failing of the physical model in this usage is the modeling of the electric field. The magnetic field can be sufficiently modeled for the purposes of the attitude estimation, but only the velocity-induced term of the measured electric field can
be modeled with current knowledge. As ASSP flew through the plasma environment, the electrons and ions formed a plasma sheath around the payload and left a wake in its trail.

It was intended that the electric field probe booms would extend far enough that the effects of the plasma sheath and wake would not be significant (figure 5.17), but the observed condition is that the booms were so short as to leave the electric field probes within the plasma sheath (see figure 5.18), except in the case of the main payload, subpayload #4 and perhaps subpayload #2.

![Diagram of payload, plasma sheath, plasma wake region, and electric field probes](image)

**Fig. 5.17: Intended condition of deployed probes**

As the payload spins, the effects of the plasma sheath and wake modulate the signal in addition to the modulation imposed by the spin alone. The digital filtering was an
Fig. 5.18: Observed condition of deployed probes
effort to remove these effects and may have been largely successful, but it appears that the
modulation of the measured electric field is different on the upleg of the flight than it is on the
downleg. This caused an apparent change in phase, which offsets the azimuth dramatically
for those payloads with shorter boom lengths, and are thus most strongly affected by the
plasma sheath. The Langmuir probes on each payload could help characterize the plasma
sheath, but such a study is itself another research topic, and is suggested as a future task
in section 7.1.

Some evidence that supports this conclusion is found in comparing the waveforms of
the predicted electric field measurements from the attitude solution for subpayload #1 and
the actual, filtered measurements against which they were compared. Figure 5.19 shows
these signals early in the flight, and figure 5.20 is the same from later in the flight. Focusing
on the differences in phase rather than magnitude, we see that while early on the signals are
well-matched in phase, later there is a shift, with the measurements now significantly leading
the predictions. Since the electric field component measured is horizontal with respect to
the ENU frame (see section 4.2.1), this may indeed correspond to change in azimuth angle
seen in figure 5.15, though certainty in this conclusion would be difficult to obtain when
considering all variables.

5.4.2 Calibration Errors

With calibration, the electric field is known to within 10 mV (about 2%), which is
probably sufficient. The magnetometric field has significantly higher calibration residuals, however: up to 2000 nT, depending on the payload. This may lead to significant errors in the attitude estimation regardless of method. A single bias term attempted to compensate for this, but is probably not sufficient to alleviate all errors in the attitude solution flowing from higher-order calibration errors. Improved calibration may be required for any improvement in attitude estimation.

5.4.3 Magnetic Field Alignment

In seeking differences between the main payload and the subpayloads, we see very different magnetometer trends through the flight (see figures B.1 and B.3). The spin-plane components of the magnetic field decrease in magnitude until they are nearly zero, then begin to increase again. This indicates an alignment of the payload with the magnetic field vector. The main payload is initially very well aligned, then slowly drifts away from alignment throughout the flight. In these two cases, differences in the model field may have very different effects when estimating the attitude of the payload, especially at a point of close alignment to the actual ambient field. This could explain why the new method converged to a less representative estimate of attitude.

5.4.4 Magnetic Moments

There is evidence that a magnetic moment biased the magnetometer measurements on
board the main payload. The same phenomenon may have occurred on the subpayloads, despite efforts taken to separate the magnetometer from the rest of the spacecraft with a boom. If this is the case, then the mechanical frequencies of each payload will remain present in the transformed magnetometer measurements, regardless of the accuracy of the attitude solution. This is a likely case; however, the varying qualities of the attitude history estimates of the payloads indicates that it is not likely that magnetic moments can account for all of the artifacts seen in the transformed measurements.
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Magnetic Field Observations

As with the attitude estimation results, there is a large number of descriptive figures, and the entire set can be found in appendix B, while a selection will accompany the text.

6.1 IGRF Comparison

The difference field (figure 6.1) shows some agreement between the payloads in trend and magnitude, but to infer more detailed information about the low-frequency electromagnetic structure than has been done in the past (see section 2.1), better agreement must be had. The larger-than-expected differences are likely due to calibration errors. We also see that subpayload #6 has a poor trend compared to the rest due to errors in its attitude history estimate. If an improved calibration is obtained, then a study of the differences between the payloads can reveal more detailed information about the low-frequency electromagnetic structures in the aurora.

6.2 Magnetic Perturbations

Following the process described in 4.6, the measurements from each of the subpayloads were processed, and the perturbation field is plotted in figure 6.2. We immediately see the effects of the inaccuracies of the attitude estimate for subpayload #6. This must be corrected before the measurements for that payload can be used to make detailed inferences about the auroral electromagnetic environment. Similar non-physical structure is seen in the Up component for subpayload #1.

For the rest of the payloads and components, we see that they are qualitatively very similar in structure. As the payloads pass through the auroral arc at slightly different points, the local magnetic field is also perturbed in slightly different ways. Treating the
Fig. 6.1: Magnetic difference field
Fig. 6.2: Perturbations in the magnetic field
measurement of each payload individually or as a whole, the structures are very similar to those seen in [4]. We see that most of the magnetic perturbations are in the East and North directions, which agrees with a simple Birkeland current model of a field-aligned current. Judging by the latter part of the flight when perturbations have largely ceased, the noise floor is about 10 nT. Subpayloads #2 and #4a and the main payload have acceptable attitude solutions, and their measurements should be usable in a detailed scientific study of the aurora, which meets the objective of this thesis. Measurements from the other payloads may use their respective attitude solutions for qualitative science, or they may be suitable for single-point current models.
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Conclusions

A unique method to estimate the attitude history of a spacecraft has been developed using nonlinear least-squares to determine parameter inputs to a kinematic physical model, which defines the possible motions of the spacecraft. This method has been shown to be capable of producing an attitude history estimate as accurate as that provided by inertial sensors when applied to the main ASSP payload. This attitude solution was used to determine the attitude of all of the deployed payloads for ASSP, proving to be more appropriate than the TRIAD method and scientifically sufficient in the case of the main payload and subpayloads #2 and #4. The limiting factors of the method in this case are most likely modeling errors (which could alternatively be considered a measurement quality issue, since the additional modeling terms should have been unnecessary), and instrument calibration.

Using the attitude solution and additional signal processing, the high- and low-frequency magnetic difference fields have been obtained. The result of this is a sensitive multi-point simultaneous sampling of the magnetic field from which inferences may be made concerning the auroral current structures and energy flow. Structures in the difference fields are observed to have similar features to difference fields obtained by other measurement campaigns [1] [4].

7.1 Future Work

The breadth and depth of possibilities derived from this work are vast. Some of the most potentially impactful tasks that could further the pursuits of this work are listed below:
1. Compare the attitude solution to that produced by a Kalman Filter
2. Determine the mathematical properties of the attitude estimation method for comparison to other optimal estimation methods
3. Characterize magnetic moments on each of the payloads to improve measurement accuracy
4. Use Langmuir probe observations to characterize the plasma sheath and improve vector measurements
4. Model the current structures in the aurora using the magnetic field observations
5. Test the new attitude estimation method on other spacecraft
6. Improve the calibration of the ASSP magnetometers
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Complete Attitude Estimation Results

A.1 Unfiltered Trend Comparisons

Magnetic Field

Fig. A.1: Main payload inertial attitude solution comparison
Fig. A.2: Main payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.3: Subpayload #1 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.4: Subpayload #2 payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.5: Subpayload #3 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.6: Subpayload #4 payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.7: Subpayload #5 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.8: Subpayload #6 payload TRIAD method comparison
Electric Field

Fig. A.9: Main payload inertial attitude solution comparison

Fig. A.10: Main payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.11: Subpayload #1 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.12: Subpayload #2 payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.13: Subpayload #3 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.14: Subpayload #4 payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.15: Subpayload #5 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.16: Subpayload #6 payload TRIAD method comparison
A.2 Filtered Trend Comparisons

Magnetic Field

![Comparison of attitude solutions: filtered, $B_E$](image)

**Fig. A.17:** Main payload inertial attitude solution comparison
Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods, $B_E$

**Fig. A.18:** Main payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.19: Subpayload #1 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.20: Subpayload #2 payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.21: Subpayload #3 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.22: Subpayload #4 payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.23: Subpayload #5 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.24: Subpayload #6 payload TRIAD method comparison
Electric Field

Fig. A.25: Main payload inertial attitude solution comparison

Fig. A.26: Main payload TRIAD method comparison
Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods, $\mathbf{E}_E$
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Fig. A.27: Subpayload #1 payload TRIAD method comparison

Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods, $\mathbf{E}_E$

$\mathbf{E}_N$
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Fig. A.28: Subpayload #2 payload TRIAD method comparison
Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods, $E_E$

Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods, $E_N$

Comparison of least-squares and TRIAD methods, $E_U$

Fig. A.29: Subpayload #3 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.30: Subpayload #4 payload TRIAD method comparison
Fig. A.31: Subpayload #5 payload TRIAD method comparison

Fig. A.32: Subpayload #6 payload TRIAD method comparison
A.3 Euler Angle Comparisons

Fig. A.33: Main payload inertial attitude solution angle comparison

Fig. A.34: Main payload TRIAD method angle comparison
Fig. A.35: Subpayload #1 payload TRIAD method angle comparison

Fig. A.36: Subpayload #2 payload TRIAD method angle comparison
Fig. A.37: Subpayload #3 payload TRIAD method angle comparison

Fig. A.38: Subpayload #4 payload TRIAD method angle comparison
Fig. A.39: Subpayload #5 payload TRIAD method angle comparison

Fig. A.40: Subpayload #6 payload TRIAD method angle comparison
Euler Angle Differences

Angles between least-squares and inertial solution

Fig. A.41: Main payload inertial attitude solution angle comparison

Euler angle difference: TRIAD vs. Least-Squares, Main

Fig. A.42: Main payload TRIAD method angle comparison
Fig. A.43: Subpayload #1 payload TRIAD method angle comparison

Fig. A.44: Subpayload #2 payload TRIAD method angle comparison
Fig. A.45: Subpayload #3 payload TRIAD method angle comparison

Fig. A.46: Subpayload #4 payload TRIAD method angle comparison
Fig. A.47: Subpayload #5 payload TRIAD method angle comparison

Fig. A.48: Subpayload #6 payload TRIAD method angle comparison
A.4 Spherical Angle Comparisons

Fig. A.49: Main payload least-squares vs. inertial solution pointing error

Fig. A.50: All payloads least-squares pointing error
Fig. A.51: All payloads TRIAD pointing error
Appendix B

Calibrated Observations Measurements

B.1 Magnetic Field

Fig. B.1: Main payload raw magnetometer observations
Fig. B.2: Subpayload #1 raw magnetometer observations

Fig. B.3: Subpayload #2 raw magnetometer observations
Fig. B.4: Subpayload #3 raw magnetometer observations

Fig. B.5: Subpayload #4 raw magnetometer observations
Fig. B.6: Subpayload #5 raw magnetometer observations

Fig. B.7: Subpayload #6 raw magnetometer observations
B.2 Electric Field

Note that the electric field plot for the main payload has units of volts per meter, while the subpayload plots have units of volts. This is due to lack of accurate knowledge of the deployed boom length on the subpayloads. If this becomes known, the electric field can be obtained by dividing the measurements shown by the length of the boom.

![Subpayload 6 electric field probe measurements](image)

Fig. B.8: Main payload raw electric field probe observations
Fig. B.9: Subpayload #1 raw electric field probe observations

Fig. B.10: Subpayload #2 raw electric field probe observations
Fig. B.11: Subpayload #3 raw electric field probe observations

Fig. B.12: Subpayload #4 raw electric field probe observations
Fig. B.13: Subpayload #5 raw electric field probe observations

Fig. B.14: Subpayload #6 raw electric field probe observations
Appendix C

Parameter Estimates

C.1 Measured Inertias

Only two moments of inertia were reported for the main payload: about the spin axis, and about a perpendicular axis. Thus, $I_{xx}$ and $I_{yy}$ are assumed to be equal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>141.1</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>141.1</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>not measured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>not measured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>not measured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.1: Main payload measured inertia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.011009</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.011023</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012971</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>-0.000060</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>-0.000036</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>-0.000031</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.2: Subpayload #1 measured inertia

C.2 Converged Least-Squares Parameter Estimates
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.010791</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010663</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012700</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>-0.000010</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>0.000134</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>0.000075</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.3: Subpayload #2 measured inertia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.010602</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010528</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012553</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>-0.000199</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>0.000055</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>0.000129</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.4: Subpayload #3 measured inertia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.010746</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010662</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012758</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>0.000016</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>0.000094</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>0.000019</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.5: Subpayload #4 measured inertia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.010721</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010662</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012758</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>0.000016</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>0.000094</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>0.000019</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.6: Subpayload #5 measured inertia
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.010497</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010514</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012625</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>-0.000046</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>-0.000027</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.7: Subpayload #6 measured inertia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>138.408</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>140.019</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>8.293</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>-0.524</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>-0.974</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>1.068</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>2.868</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>318.987</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>381.933</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>-90.332</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.8: Main payload estimated parameters
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.011107</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010256</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012613</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>0.000231</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>0.000158</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>0.000219</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>-0.973</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>1.834</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>1.855</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>-1.124</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>-12.245</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>-5657 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>1406 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>-48 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.9: Subpayload #1 estimated parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.011353</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.009869</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012123</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>-0.00016</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>0.000003</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>2.017</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>-12.520</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>-172 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>62 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>-67 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.10: Subpayload #2 estimated parameters
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.010585</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010568</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.016091</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>-0.000023</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yx}$</td>
<td>0.000102</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>0.000086</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>-2.098</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>-0.169</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>-12.131</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>1108 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>1300 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>-460 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.11: Subpayload #3 estimated parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.011062</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.011460</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.698217</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>-0.000277</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yx}$</td>
<td>-0.000973</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>-0.000603</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>1.215</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>-3.103</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>1.243</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>1.346</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>-4.790</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>-182 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>-266 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>34 nT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.12: Subpayload #4 estimated parameters
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.010292</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010223</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.012044</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>0.000047</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>-0.000040</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>-0.000016</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>2.815</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>-0.245</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>-3.006</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>-0.061</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>-0.500</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>-11.502</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>-707</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>-1325</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.13: Subpayload #5 estimated parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.009720</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yy}$</td>
<td>0.010580</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zz}$</td>
<td>0.010932</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{xy}$</td>
<td>0.000671</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{yz}$</td>
<td>0.000140</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{zx}$</td>
<td>-0.000255</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>2.971</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\psi}$</td>
<td>1.784</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\theta}$</td>
<td>-1.122</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\phi}$</td>
<td>-12.033</td>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_x$</td>
<td>-6926</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_y$</td>
<td>4354</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_z$</td>
<td>-932</td>
<td>nT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.14: Subpayload #6 estimated parameters